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Abstract 
Let a be an algebraic element ewer the quotient field of an integral domain FL Let 0 be a linear 
fractional transform of a, that is, 
We give a condition that two obstruction ideals J[aj and J^j are the same under the assumption 
Keywords: obstruction ideal of flatness; linear fractional transform; generalized fractional ideal. 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and R[X] a polynomial ring over R in an 
indeterminate X. Let a be an element of an algebraic field extension of K and n : R[X] —v R[a] the 
JR-algebra homomorphism defined by n{X) = a. Let <pa(X) be the monic minimal polynomial of a over 
K with deg <pa{X) = t, and write: 
<pa{X) = X1 + rjiX*-1 + • • • + ^  (t/!, ... ,ife € K). 
We define the generalized fractional ideal of a: J[a] = n*=i lyi where Im = (R :r rji) = {c 6 R] crjiE R}. 
We define the obstruction ideal of flatness: J[a] = J[o](l,r/i,... ,7ft) where (1,171,... ,77$) is the Jtanodule 
generated by 1,171,... ,77*. 
Let /? be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
0 = S2Ll^ (a,bycyd€ i2, aa - 6 ^  0). 
act — 0 
We denote by JK* the set of units of R and set A^ = ad — be. 
Set <pa(XyY) = X^iY/X). If A/? is in JK*, then it is easily verified that 
<pfi(X) = fpaia.brl<pa(aX - cybX - d). 
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Set <pa(X,Y) = Xt(pa(Y/X). If A/? is in JP, then it is easily verified that 
Vfi(X) = iPafaby^aiaX - c,bX - d). 
Our notation is standard and our general reference for unexplained terms is [3], 
Let p be an element of Spec/? and a an algebraic element of degree t over the quotient field of R. 
Set 
<pa (X) = X* + 7/x X>~l + • • • + Vt, (^,... , rn e K) 
and (i?p :*„ m) = {c € ^  cm € J*,}. Set J^,[o] = Hj.i(^ :^ w) and J 
where (1,rjU... , rft)Rp is the JR^-module generated ty 1,ifc,... ,tfe. 
Lemma 1. (cf.[l, Lemma 1.1]) Le£ J? 6e an integral domain and a an algebraic element over the 
quotient field of R. Letp be an element ofSpecR. Then IRpi[«]= I[a)Rp and JRpt[a]= J[a]Rp. 
Lemma 2. ([2, Theorem 19]) Let R be a Noetherian domain and a an algebraic element over the 
quotient field of R. Let ft be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
P = aa_b («,6.c,d € JR, aa - b ^  0) 
with A/3 = ad - be ^  0. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) a is a unit of R. 
(2) A 
Lemma 3. ([2, Theorem 22]) Le£ R be a Noetherian domain and a an algebraic element over the 
quotient field of R. Let f3 be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
(3 = ^ fe (a,b.c,d € R, aa - b ^  0) 
tfi A/3 = ad — 6c ^  0. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) 6 fo a unit of R. 
Then J^ = 
Lemma 4. ([2, Theorem 22]) Let R be a Noetherian domain and a an algebraic element over the 
quotient field of R. Let (3 be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
P = Ca"" . (ayb.cyd ER, aa-bj^O) 
aa — o 
with A/3 = ad — be ^  0. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) c is a unit of R. 
Then Jjaj = Jj^j. 
Lemma 5. ([2, Theorem 26]) Lei R be a Noetherian domain and a an algebraic element over the 
quotient field of R. Let ft be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
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3=^-4 (a,b.c,deR, aa-b^O) aoL — b 
with Ap = ad - be ^  0. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(1) d is a unit of R. 
TkenJ[a] 
Since 
and <pa (-c, -d)J[a] = <pa 
Theorem 6. Le* R be a Noetherian domain and a an algebraic element over the quotient field of 
R. Let p be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
ca-d (afc.cdeiJ>aa_ft^0) 
aa-b 
with A/? = ad-bejz 0. Assume that the following three conditions hold: 
(1) (a,6,c, 
(3) A 
TAen J[a] = 
Proof. Let p be an arbitrary element of SpecJR. By the condition (1), we see that p $ a, p ^ 6, 
p j( c or p ?( i Ifp^aorp^fc, then, by Lemmas 2, 3 and condition (2), we have J[a]Rp = 
Jrp,[*] = ^ Hn.WI = ^ Iffl^- If P ^ c or p ?f d, then, by Lemmas 4, 5 and condition (3), we have 
J^Rp = JRpt[a] = JRpm - Jt/3]i2p. Therefore J[a] = Jm. Q.E.D. 
Assume that (a, 6, c, d)i2 = R. Then the converse of Theorem 6 does not hold, that is, even if 
J[a) == Jffl, foe conditions A/3 + <p*{a, b)I[oi] = R and A/j + <pa(c, d)J[a] = i? don't hold in general: 
Example 7. Let Z be the ring of ail integers. Set R = Z,a = y/2,a = 1,6 = 0,c = 0,d = -2 and 
/3 = 2/V2 (= y/2 = a). Tften tfte following five assertions hold: 
(1) 
(3) J[a] = J[^=i?. 
Proof. (1) It is clear from A/j = ad - 6c = -2. 
The assertion (2) is obvious from <pa(X) = <Pp(X) = X2 -2. 
(3) Since I[a] C J[«] and 1^] C J\p\, we see that J[a] = J^j = JR by the assertion (2). 
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(4) and (5) We obtain tpa{X,Y) = Y* - 2X2. Hence Va{a,b) = Vtt(l,0) = -2 and v>«(c,d) = 
<p«(0, -2) = 4. Therefore A^ + y>«(a,ft)J[o] = (-2, -2)Z = 2Z ^  R and A^ + y>a(c,d)I[a] = (-2,4)Z = 
2Z ^  A Q.E.D. 
In [2, Proposition 17], we have proved that J[a] = J[aa] if aR + I[a] = R. So it would be natural to 
pose the following question: Assume that the following conditions hold. 
Then does the equality J[a] = J[/?] hold? Unfortunately the answer is negative as the following 
example shows: 
Example 8. Let R = k[X,Y] be a polynomial ring over a field k in two indeterminates X,Y. Set 
a = Y/(X - 1) and 0 = (Ya + l)/Xa. Then the following assertions hold: 
(8) J[ 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear from a = X,b = 0,c = Y and d = -1. 
(3) Since <pttp0 == X - a, we have I[a] ={ceR;cae R}. Hence I[a] = {X -
(4) By the assumptions (2) and (3), we know that A^ + /[tt] = {-X>X - 1)R = ij. 
(5) JW - JW(l,77x) = (X - 1, -(X - 1)Y/(X - 1)) = (X - l, 
(6) Since /? = (y2 + X - 1)/Xy, we have 1^ = Xyii. 
(7) JW = IM(1, -(y2 + X ~ 1)/Xy) - (XYy Y* + X -
(8) We will prove that X -1 £ Jw. Assume the contrary, that is, X -1 € Jw = (Jfy, y2 +X - l)i?. 
Then there exist elements f{X,Y) and p(X,y) of R such that 
X - 1 = XYf(X, Y) + (y2 + X -
Substituting X by 0 in the equation above, we have -1 = (y2 - 1)0(0, y). This is the contradiction. 
Hence X-l£J\p\. On the other hand X - 1 € J[a]. Therefore Jja] ^ J^y Q.E.D. 
Finally we prove a relation between J[a] and Jy^. 
By the proof of [2, Lemma 1], we have the following: 
Lemma 0* Let R be an integral domain and a an algebraic element over the quotient field of R. 
Let P be a linear fractional transform of a, that is, 
col — d /?= r (a,b.c,d€R, aa-b^O) 
act — 0 
and set A/? = ad - be. If A/? ^ 0, then 
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where deg <p*{X) = t. 
Remark 10. The inclusion J^j C <pa(ayb)I[a] does not hold in general as Example 7 shows. 
Proposition 11. Let R be an integral domain and a an algebraic element over the quotient field of 
R. Let /3 be a linear fractional transform of a, that is. 
and set A/? = ad - be. If A/3 ^ 0, then A£ Jyq C J[a]. 
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of U. Set 
and 
By the equality 
l - c,6X - d), 
we obtain ^ a(a,fe)A» € (1,171,... ,17*). Furthermore, <pa(a,6) € (1,771,... ,77*). Therefore 
<pa(a,6)(l,Ai,... ,At) C (l,?7i,... ,7^). 
By Lemma 9, we have A^/^ C ^a(o,6)/[a]. Hence 
&PJW = A^](l,Ai,... ,At) C^«(a,6)Iw(l,Ai,... ,At) C I[a](1,771,... ,77*) = J[a]. 
This shows that AjgJ^j C J[aj. Q.E.D. 
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